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Book Review: Global Governance: Why? What? Whither?

Thomas G. Weiss is one of the world’s leading authorities on the challenges and processes of
global governance. In his latest book, Weiss considers the chasm between the magnitude of a
growing number of global threats – climate change, proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, terrorism, financial instabilities, pandemics, to name a few – and the feeble
contemporary political structures for international problem-solving. Andreas Aagaard
Nøhr finds another recommended read for students of IR and governance.

Global Governance: Why? What? Whither? Thomas G. Weiss. Polity. May 2013.

Find this book:  

A re-emerging problem f or International Relations scholars is explaining
the degree of  order, stability and predictability of  the anarchical system
of  global polit ics: how is the world governed in the absence of  a central
authority? How does this system engage with global treaties and
problems such as climate change, prolif eration of  weapons of  mass
destruction, humanitarian crisis, terrorism, f inancial instabilit ies, economic
development, or pandemics? In his new book Global Governance: Why?
What? Whither? leading humanitarian intervention scholar Thomas G.
Weiss seeks to answer such questions.

Global governance, Weiss states, “is the sum of  the inf ormal and f ormal
values, norms, procedures, and institutions, that help all actors – states,
intergovernmental organizations, civil society, transnational corporations,
and individuals – to identif y, understand, and address trans-boundary
problems.” (p. 2) In this sense, global governance constitutes the
“government- like-services” that the international system provides in the absence of  a global
government. To study these government- like-services, Weiss erects an analytical
f ramework that is made up of  f ive so-called “gaps”: knowledge gaps, normative gaps, policy
gaps, institutional gaps, and compliance gaps. A gap is a conceptual device that allows f or
essential tasks towards order, stability and predictability to be def ined. As such, these gaps may
or may not be f illed and the success or f ailures of  global governance may be identif ied.

Following this, the structure of  the book is somewhat straightf orward: Chapter 1 explains why global
governance came to be and why we have become so interested in it. Chapter 2 outlines what global
governance is and attempts to elaborate on issues of  power and incentives in relations to it. Although the
discussion does not move beyond a “power as possession” – power could just as well be conceptualized
as action, which would make it a lot easier to justif y why we should be interested in more that just nation-
states. Surely, there is a lot more to be done. While Chapter 3 conceptualizes the dif f erent gaps, Chapter 4
through 8 deals with each of  the gaps by examining six issues in International Relations: the use of  f orce,
terrorism, generators of  Human Rights, the responsibility to protect, human development, and climate
change. Chapter 9 concludes the book and considers whither global governance provides a suf f icient
solutions to all of  these issues.
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Beyond engaging with the debate about global governance – what it is and what it does f or the system of
states – Weiss very interestingly takes it f urther and situates the book within a debate about the polit ical
f uture of  the world: What does the f uture of  the globe look like in the great telescope of  the polit ical
scientist? Traditionally this debate has been def ined along a continuum raging f rom an anarchical system
of  states to f ull- f ledged world government – the more we move f rom lef t to right the more order there
exists. To some, we live in an anarchical system of  states with litt le or no order; others are more posit ive
and hold that states can, if  they choose, cooperate and f orm intergovernmental organizations that provide
some order to world af f airs. Again, others would hold that there exists an international society of  states
that through a series of  institutions is maintaining world order; and some, like Weiss would describe the
situation as one of  global governance. At any length, we are in all accounts more or less closer to the
anarchical end of  the continuum. For some a world state is neither attainable nor desirable, to others it is
inevitable and only a matter of  t ime bef ore the polit ical system will see the emergence of  a central authority.

So
what

does the f uture hold? Will global governance be enough to save the planet (“with dignity”, as Weiss likes to
add) f rom the overhanging dangers of  nuclear weapons, global warming, or economic inequality? Weiss
does certainly not seem convinced. Although a supporter of  the present conf iguration – considering the
alternatives, the present system did save us f rom hell – he maintains that it will not be enough in the f uture.
World government will be needed in the end f or these problems to be solved: Here, “global governance
[constitutes] a bridge between the old and the yet unborn” (p. 181).
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According to Weiss, we cannot af f ord to be neither a Westphalian pessimist, holding that the current
system is unable to change; nor a post-Westphalian pessimist, holding that which ever system is to come
will be just as, if  not more, disorderly and unpredictable. Thus, Weiss sides with the optimists, Westphalian
and post-Westphalian alike (which both, according to Weiss, envisions some version of  a global polit ical
entity), to whom “global government rather than global governance provides a missing but essential
component” (p.182). In the same spirit, Weiss somewhat predicts that technical advances eventually will
breach the gaps f or world government to be possible and then “global f ederalism may not appear so
unlikely a half -century f rom now” (p.184). This, Weiss points out, might not necessarily mean a democratic
def icit as some have argued.

While some f orm of  world government might be achievable in the f uture, my only concern, however, is that
Weiss and the rest have hubristic ideas about the endurance of  statehood and thereby its ability to
permanently solve global threats. In the Social Contract, Rousseau had bad news to anyone placing his or
her f aith in a world government to provide permanent order and stability to the globe: If  Sparta and Rome
have perished, he argued, what state can hope to endure f orever? We cannot allow ourselves to dream
about making constitutions eternal – the world of  men does not allow f or the kind of  stability that would
allow a world government to exist in the necessary timespan to outlast global threats as the ones we are
f aced with today. The problem is one of  temporality: in the realm of  the social, things exist until they do not.
I doubt the same will be the case of , f or example, nuclear weapons or climate change. My point here is not
that the pursuit of  a world government is pointless, but rather it is that existential threats like nuclear
weapons and climate change should be placed at the centre of  theorising of  world polit ics; we ought to
look beyond just polit ical units when using our polit ical imagination to come up with solutions to global
threats.

————————————————

Andreas Aagaard Nøhr  is Commissioning Editor f or e-IR and an Editorial Assistant f or the Interdisciplinary
Journal of  International Studies. He has a BSc in Polit ical Science and an MSc in Development and
International Relations f rom Aalborg University, Denmark; along with an MSc(Econ) International Relations
(Distinction) f rom Aberystwyth University. In September 2013 he will be starting his PhD at London School
of  Economics, Department of  International Relations. Read more reviews by Andreas .
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